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ABSTRACT

A novel "compact core" has been proposed for our project of
substantially modernizing the research reactor FRM at Munich.
This core has about 20 cm diameter and 70 cm height, is cooled
by HID and surrounded by a large DID moderator tank. It makes
essential use of the new U3Si/Al dispersion fuel with very high
Uranium density now available. - We present the results of new,
two-dimensional neutronic calculations and give an estimate of
the probable burnup and reactivity behaviour of the compact
core. We expect that this core can be effectively operated with
an unperturbed multiplication factor of about 122, and that a
maximum thermal neutron flux of 7 to 101'�'cm-,2s-4 can be
achieved in the D0 tank at 20 MW reactor power.

THE COMPACT CORE CONCEPT

An extremely small reactor core has been proposed for our project of a
substantial modernization of the research reactor FRM at Munich. On the
basis of one-dimensional neutronic and first thermalhydraulic calculations a
preliminary general design of this "compact core" has been worked out as
presented at the 1983 RERTR meeting /l/ and in a more recent status report
/2/. Accordingly the compact core has cylindrical shape with 20 fuel plate
rings (meat 0.51 mm, Al-cladding 038 mm, and cooling channels 1.8 mm thick)
which are fastened to 6 Al-supports. The inner and outer radii are R = 347
cm and R = 98 cm, respectively, and the height of the active zone is H =
60 cm. At the power design value of P = 20 MW the average power density in
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the core, P/V w1.3 MW/l, is of the order of that of the Grenoble (HFR-ILL)
and Oak Ridge (HFIR) reactors. A more than 250 cm long, rigid zircaloy tube
of about 10 cm inner radius and 10 mm thickness surrounds the core and
separates its HIO primary cooling circuit from the DIO moderator tank which
has both 250 cm diameter and height. The user installations (tangential beam
tubes and vertical irradiation channels) and the reactor shut-down rods
shall be incorporated in this D0 tank, whereas the reactor control rod will
be placed in the central HZO channel of the core.

The compact core concept makes use of the new fuels developed within the
international reduced enrichment programs, since a high mass of U235 is
essential for the performance of this small reactor core. Most of our cal-
culations so far have been made assuming USi/A1 dispersion fuel with an
Uranium density of 7 g/cms and 45 enrichment. The compact core as de-
scribed above is characterized by a mass of 699 kg U235, then.

NEUTRONIC CALCULATIONS

The very preliminary neutronic calculations reported in Ref. /1, 21 were
performed using the one-dimensional transport code ANISN in cylinder geome-
try with the radius R as free variable. The finite size of the core-moder-
ator arrangement along the cylinder axis Z could only be incorporated by
some global buckling correction in this code version. - Later on the two-
dimensional transport code DOT has been implemented on our computer. The
results obtained in RZ-geometry showed that both the effective multiplica-
tion factor k.4; and the maximum thermal neutron flux in the D0 tank
were smaller by about 12 than the previous values. This behaviour was to
some extent anticipated (see Ref 2 and some safety margin has been built
in elsewhere (see below). The origin of this effect is purely geometrical
and caused by the not quite sufficient buckling correction in the one-dimen-
sional case.

The two-dimensional DOT results for the compact core arrangement as de-
+k 44- -2 -4 (these arescribed above were ke4 = .185 and 4 = 74 10 cm s

always unperturbed values, i.e. without consideration of absorption rods,
user installations, etc.). Increasing the core height from 60 cm to 70 cm
and leavin all other dlmvsions the same changes these values into kef�

PAQL =1.214 and hk 6.7 104 cm-2's-4. This behaviour of kef� demonstrates once
again, how strongly the probability of a neutron, which has leaked out of
the core as a fast neutron and has thermalized in the surrounding D2.0 moder-
ator, to diffuse back into the core increases with increasing core height;
on the other hand the value of decreases, then, since the fast neutron
source density is smaller now because of the larger core volume and still
constant reactor power P = 20 MW. If we had increased the core height H with
the condition to keep the core volume constant, i.e. to reduce the outer
core radius Re (and that of the zircaloy tube) accordingly, the values of
ke+; and WN had practically remained unchanged, with only a very small
preference of the long, thin core shape. We will show later that an
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unperturbed value of kef P 122 should be sufficient for an efficient reac-
tor operation under realistic conditions.

From the interpretation above it becomes evident, that an increase of keff
at about constant values of core volume and U235 mass is only possible by
somewhat increasing that fraction of neutrons which thermalizes within the
core. This can be achieved by chosing a somewhat smaller value of the inner
core radius R and, in particular, by increasing the cooling channel thick-
ness and decreasing the Al-cladding thickness within the technical limits.
This expectation has been confirmed by the results of a new series of cal-
culations which we made for RE = 314 cm and R = 10.1 cm and for the 20
fuel plate rings being characterized by thicknesses of the meat 0.51 mm, of
the Al-cladding 033 mm, and of the cooling channels 22 mm. The core height
was H = 70 cm and, different from before, all materials were taken to be at
operation temperature now. For 45 %,�nrl�hment (8.15 kg.U235) the results
were kefi = 1236 and 6.3 10 cm s7l , but reducing enrichment e.g.
to 20 (for the same USi/Al fuel with 7 g/cmS Uranium density) yielded
only keff = 1123 and �!W = 75 -1044CM-2s-l. On the other hand, replacing
all the H20 in the primary circuit by D.0 would dramatically decrease kg
(down to 1054) which is expected because of the reduced stopping power of
D20.

The results just given for the 45 enriched core seem to us to be a good
basis for the further optimization studies which are in progress. Although
kf; is already sufficiently large, now, some slight increase would still be
profitable in order to allow to incorporate the concept of "enrichment vari-
ation". This consists in a further reduction of the U235 enrichment as far
as possible perhaps down to 20 %) at those values of radius R (close to RE
and RO) where the neutron flux is particularly high in order to reduce the
power density form factor of the compact core. This procedure would also
give rise to an increase of the maximum thermal neutron flux T%" in the DiO
tank (compare Ref. /1 M - Further effects to increase the value of Max
are the influence of the central control rod, which "pushes" the neutron
flux from the inner to the outer core regions, and alternatively (as the
control rod is being moved out of the core) the influence of burnup, which
leads to an increase of OA" because the flux in the core must get larger in
order to keep the reactor power constant (loss of U235) and will be more
shifted to the surface regions of the core due to the larger selfshielding
effect (absorption of fission jro ducts). With inclusion f these effects we
are confident that a value of t� = 7 - 8) -10*cm--2s- can be achieved in
the D0 tank at 20 MW reactor power.

We also tried to estimate roughly the burnup and reactivity behaviour of the
compact core, assuming the core design as described in the beginning of this
paper (more detailed burnup calculations will be possible in our institute
shortly). For comparison we used the published reactivity and burnup data of
the HFR Grenoble 3/ and a very simplified homogeneous analytic calculation
model which however proved to be quite successful in describing the HFR
burnup behaviour 4/. Assuming the HFR cycle length of 44 days to be a first
guess also for the FRM compact core, we first used this analytic model to
estimate the corresponding burnup values of the FRM. As expected, the most
striking difference between FRM and HFR turned out to be the reactivity
change ay due to the combined effects of loss of U235 and production of long
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living fission products, this value being q 42 in contrast to 12.7 
for the HFR. In support of this result a preliminary recent burnup test
calculation of the INTERATOM GmbH /5/ (see below) for the same FRM compact
core design yielded g s 64 which is similarly small. - The main reason
for this strong difference of the 4?values between FRM and HFR is the rela-
tively high U235 mass Ms of the FRM compact core 699 kg), which is pretty
close to that of the HFR 857 kg) although both the core volume and the
reactor power are about three times larger there. As a consequence, the rel-
ative loss of U235 during the reactor cycle, AMUS/Mus, is smaller for the
FRM than for the HFR core. Further, the high macroscopic absorption cross
section of this heavily loaded compact core renders the influence of the
long living fission products relatively ineffective.

I�Another important burnup effect comes from the Xenon and Samarium poisoning,
wh-'Ich however leads to essentially core-independent reactivity changes: the
FRM and HFR model estimates are 49 and 5.8 %, respectively, and the
IN--FRAMM result is 54 /5/. Additional small reactivity contributions
(possible residual Boron poison, withdrawn shut-down rods, temperature
effect) sum up to 13 for the HFR 3/, a value which has also been taken
for the FRM. The perturbation effect of the user installations in the D20
tank amounts to 5 for the HFR 3/ but is assumed to be somewhat smaller at
the FRM, perhaps about 3 , due to the reduced number of close-to-core in-
stallations (beam tubes etc.) and due to the smaller probability of neutrons
'Lo d�,ffuse back from the DIO tank into the small compact core. Finally, a
:Dossible contamination of the D in the FRM moderator tank by HZO has not
been considered yet and assuming that this will be no more than about 06 '/'
HID the resulting reactivity change should be about I % 2/.

Summing up all these reactivity contributions our rough model estimate leads
to = 14.4 for the compact core which is equivalent to an unperturbed
multiplication factor ke4 117. If we use the two reactivity values of
the INTERATOM calculation, which should already be relatively accurate, and
take the other contributions as before we end up with ke+f = 121. In con-
clusion we assume that a value of kef; 122 for the unperturbed FRM com-
pact core should be sufficient for an efficient reactor operation under
realistic conditions (in contrast to ke�4 = 130 for the HFR 3/).

FURTHER PROGRESS

Since February 1984 a "Project Study on the Feasibility of a Novel Compact
Core for High Flux Research Reactors" is being supported by the German Bun-
desministerium fUr Forschung und Technologie. We are glad that in this way
it has become possible that the German reactor industry is participating in
this project now. Some first results of this cooperation have already been
obtained.

The INTERATOM GmbH has performed neutronic test calculations for the compact
core configuration as described in the beginning of this paper. The two-
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dimensional Monte Carlo and transport calculations yielded values of keff
and Oa X which were smaller than our results by 23 and 27 %, respec-
tively. Since the main reasons of this small discrepancy are probably dif-
ferent temperature assumptions and a different treatment of the 6 Al-sup-
ports, we consider these results to be in sufficiently good agreement for
the present state of the project. The burnup calculations have already been
mentioned above. INTERATOM has also begun with preliminary therma1hydraulic
test calculations and the first results are again in good agreement with the
results of our own thermalhydraulic studies /1 2 6 Further design stud-
ies and cost estimates of the full project are on the way.

The NUKEM GmbH is essentially concerned with the technology and technical
design of the compact core. A major point here is the development and the
high-performance use of the new high-density U3Si/Al dispersion fuel. NUKEM
has already provided a first design of the compact core. This company will
have a dummy segment of this core produced by early 1985, which will then be
used for thermalhydraulic tests elsewhere.

In conclusion we would like to point out that the main neutronic specifi-
cations of the compact core are now confirmed by independent calculations.
We are confident that this core can be effectively operated with an unper-
turbed multiplication factor kff*$1.22 and that a maximum thermal neutron

MU ss"
flux R (7 - 8) 104�cm-2s74 can be achieved in the D0 tank at 20 MW
reactor power.
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